
2021 FERRARI SF90 Assetto Fiorano2021 FERRARI SF90 Assetto Fiorano
Rosso Fiorano with Nero Alcantara & Leather

£SOLD£SOLD

Mileage 451 miles  Engine Capacity 3990cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Hybrid

Transmission Semi-automatic  Chassis No. 267714

The SF90 Stradale represents Ferrari’s new series-production supercar, launched in celebration of Scuderia Ferrari ‘SF’ and

’90’ years of their foundation.

The car signifies everything that has been achieved by them to date in terms of performance and continues to reinforce the

strong link between Ferrari’s track and road cars. It represents the capturing of the most advanced technologies developed in

Maranello, the SF90 is a perfect demonstration of Ferrari’s knowledge and skills in the competition field and how they have

transferred it to their production cars.

In terms of performance the car is breathtaking, it produces an incredible 986bhp using its 4 litre V8 twin turbo engine and 3

electric motors. It is the most powerful Ferrari road car to date with a 0 to 62mph in 2.5 seconds and a top speed of 211mph!

The engineâ€™s power is supported via its 4-wheel drive, downforce at the front end generated by the cars Vortex
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aerodynamic design and the rear wing design known as the â€˜shut-off Gurneyâ€™ (a patented active system located at the

rear of the car which regulates the air flow over the upper body, reducing drag at high speeds with low lateral dynamics loads

and increasing downforce in corners, under braking and during changes of direction).

This particular car has only covered 299 miles from new and is a UK supplied, single owner example. It was ordered with a

huge host of factory optional extras including; Fiorano performance pack, exterior Ferrari historical colour paint with two tone

stripe, 20″ diamond-cut forged alloys, carbon fibre engine manifold cover, carbon fibre engine compartment, carbon fibre

rear diffuser, carbon fibre front spoiler, carbon fibre rear boot trim, carbon fibre boot upper zone, carbon fibre rear shelf,

carbon fibre sill covers, carbon fibre side air splitter, carbon fibre racing seats, carbon fibre driver zone + LEDS, carbon fibre

instrument cluster, carbon fibre dashboard inserts, carbon fibre door panels, carbon fibre upper tunnel, Alcantara central seat

inserts, prancing horse embroidered onto headrests in Nero, leather Alcantara floor mats, embroidered logo to the floor

mats, special request interior contrast stitching in Giallo, sport seat lifter, Apple CarPlay, premium HiFi system, adaptive

frontlight system, electrochromatic rear view mirror, front parking sensors, rear parking camera, silver dedication plate, handy

fire extinguisher, Giallo Modena brake callipers, Scuderia shields to front wings, black ceramic exhaust pipes, titanium wheel

bolts, carbon fibre wheel cups, paint protection film and anti-theft tracking system. In total, the cost new price was

Â£514,292!

Presented in â€˜as newâ€™ condition throughout and offered complete with its original books including the service/warranty

supplement, pouch, spare key, tracker fobs, Ferrari car cover, Ferrari tyre compressor, Ferrari charger and history file along

with the balance of its original 4 year Ferrari warranty and 7 year service plan.
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